Genome studies of facultative sexual species are providing insight into 2 the evolutionary consequences of mixed reproductive modes. However, it 3 is unclear if the evolutionary history of facultative sexuals' genomes can 4 be captured by standard population genetic models; in particular, whether 5 they can be approximated by Wright-Fisher dynamics while assuming a 6 rescaled effective population size N e . Here, I determine when the gene ge-7 nealogies of diploid facultative sexuals, which can either reproduce by sex 8 or parthenogenesis, can be approximated by the standard coalescent, and 9 further derive coalescent-based estimates of N e . When sex is frequent (oc-10 curring at a frequency much greater than 1/N , for N the actual population 11 size), the underlying genealogy can be approximated by the standard co-12 alescent and N e is approximately equal to N . When sex is very rare (at 13 frequency much lower than 1/N ), N e can be defined for two alleles, which 14 is independent of N and is instead influence by the frequencies of sex and 15 mitotic gene conversion. However, the genealogy of more than two alleles 16 does not approximate to the standard coalescent, so a general N e cannot 17 be defined for the entire population under rare sex. These results clarify 18 the conditions for when the genetic history of facultative sexual populations 19 can be captured by standard models, and sheds light on the best sampling 20 strategies to investigate their evolutionary history.
Introduction
Symbol Usage N Actual population size (with 2N haplotypes) N e Effective population size n Number of sampled alleles in the coalescent process σ Proportion of individuals that reproduce sexually γ Probability of within-individual coalescence via mitotic gene conversion F Inbreeding coefficient T Transition matrix over one generation A Events in T that are O(1) B Events in T that are O(ξ) for ξ 1 P 'Short-term' outcomes that act over O(1) generations G 'Long-term' outcomes that act over O(1/ξ) generations Ω Scaled rate of sex, 2N σ Γ Scaled rate of mitotic gene conversion, 2N γ λ Probability of either sex or gene conversion occurring, λ = σ + γ φ Ratio of sex to gene conversion, φ = σ/γ Λ Scaled total probability of an event, Λ = N 2 λ T b , T w Between (within) individual coalescent time for two alleles Table 1 . Glossary of Notation.
Möhle's theorem (Möhle 1998 ) is often used to separate events over short and 123 long timescales, to determine how time should be rescaled. For example, in a 124 subdivided population with weak migration, the coalescence rate differs if the two 125 alleles reside in the same population, or in different populations (Slatkin 1991) . Let 126 T represent the discrete-time transition matrix of a structured coalescent process 127 over one generation. Further assume that T can be decomposed into the sum 128 standard coalescent. I will also relate N e values to F −statistics (Wright 1951) 174 to quantify the inbreeding coefficients under each scenario. The results can be 175 summarised by three phases, which depend on the relative frequencies of sex and Figure 1 . Schematic outline of the coalescent N e for two alleles under facultative sex. Note that the N e results given at the top of the figure assume that gene conversion γ acts on the same order as sexual reproduction. If gene conversion is much more frequent, then N e → N/2 as shown by the dotted-dashed line. The effects of regimes (1)(a) and (2)(a) on genealogies were described in field et al. (2016) . Here, I more fully elucidate the role of these regimes on shaping 199 N e , and introduce results for the 'very low sex' regime (3).
The two alleles transition between three states, as denoted by each row: (1) plementary File S1.
222
T can be written as A + B/2N , with the sub-matrices defined as:
Using Möhle's theorem, the short-term matrix P and long-term matrix G 224 13 equal:
The effective population size N e is inferred by inspecting P and G. P shows 226 that over short timescales (much less than 2N generations in the past), alleles will 227 either segregate into different individuals with probability 
I apply Möhle's theorem, again using the scaling factor 1/2N to determine 247 the slow-rate matrix. In this case A is the identity matrix, hence G equals the 248 slow-rate matrix B: is also convenient to use the ratio φ = σ/γ, which determines whether diploid 268 genotypes experience allelic sequence divergence (φ > 1) or convergence due to 269 gene conversion (φ < 1) .
270
After transforming σ, γ into their new variables and removing terms of O(λ 2 ),
271
the transition matrix T can be written as A + λB + o(λ 2 ), with the sub-matrices 272 equal to:
Here, the short-term matrix P shows that two alleles in different individuals 
Recall that under the standard coalescent, two alleles coalesce according to an coalescent times follow this distribution, between-individual coalescent times are 290 instead defined by a mixture distribution. The two alleles coalesce according to 291 the standard coalescent half of the time, but coalesce 'instantly' the other half 
The key result here is that under very low frequencies of sex, two-allele N e 302 is independent of the actual population size N . It can be possible to re-write 303 Equation 9 using the compound parameters Ω, Γ to show how N e is related to N :
If Γ = 0 then N e = N Ω (or 1 2σ ); given that Ω 1 in this regime, then rare sex will 
and G = 0. Hence, there will be at least one coalescent event over short timescales 387 (states 4 and 5 represent single and double coalescent events, respectively). In 388 particular, if there are initially two sets of paired alleles then they will coalesce 389 into a single pair by the end of the initial phase (as given in row 1). Unlike 390 the standard coalescent, these coalescent events do not occur at regular times 391 proportional to n 2 , but much more frequently. Heuristically, this property arises eral gene conversion 493 To investigate the more general 'structured coalescent' case where gene conversion 494 can act at higher frequencies, I linearise T without assuming that γ ∼ O(1/N ). In 495 this case T = A + B/2N is equal to:
so:
Applying Möhle's theorem gives the following short-and long-term matrices: 
508
The transition probabilities for each state are as follows. Note that each prob-509 ability is considered up to O(1/N 3 ).
510
From state 1:
511
• To state 2: occurs due to sex with probability 2σ (note the factor of two due 512 to two sets of paired alleles).
513
• To state 3: requires multiple sex events of order σ 2 = O(1/N 4 ).
514
• To state 4: occurs due to gene conversion within one of the paired alleles, 515 with probability 2γ.
516
• To state 5: requires the two individuals to coalesce with probability 1 N .
517
From state 2:
518
• To state 1: Requires that (i) the two unpaired alleles to descend from different 
537
• To state 4: Has the same probability as the transition to state 2, as 1 2N 538 denotes the probability of two alleles descending from the same ancestor.
539
• To state 5: Requires two individual coalescent events with probability 1 4N 2 .
540
States 4 and 5 absorbing.
where Λ = N 2 λ. Applying Möhle's theorem gives Equation 12.
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